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“If you cant see or sense grain in the image, 
you’re not experiencing the magic of movies”
- Janusz Kaminski.



"There’s always the intention to create visually stunning images, but ultimately, 
my greatest concern is to stay true to the drama of the scene"

- Janusz Kaminski



"We were kind of aiming towards imperfection, little so called 'flaws' that might be considered mistakes, such as handheld shots 
in scenes that would normally be shot on the dolly. 

It was simply more real to have certain imperfections in the camera movement, or soft images. 

All those elements will add to the emotional side of the movie"
- Janusz Kaminski



"The newsreel quality of the black and white seemed to fade the barriers of time, making the footage feel like an ongoing horror 
that i was witnessing firsthand. 

I think I can speak for the whole crew when i say the experience was sobering"
- Janusz Kaminski



"You have to be very honest with yourself and not listen to other people when they tell you it looks great"
- Janusz Kaminski



"I often think cinematographers get too little credit for what we contribute to a film.
 

We are considered as being "below the line" - which makes us little more then technicians, on paper, 
but a really talented cinematographer is not just a technician, he's an artist. 

You have to bring to the job your life's experience, the way you see the world, your knowledge of art, 
as well as your mastery of the science and technology of motion pictures"

- Janusz Kaminski- Janusz Kaminski



"I used Yellow #15 and orange #21 to 
brighten skin tones. 
The principals in black and white are 
as such: If you have a red object and 
you apply a red filter, the red object 
will become lighter. 

Because most peoples faces have a Because most peoples faces have a 
lot of orange, when you apply an 
orange filter, it neutralizes the 
orange, making the face appear 
lighter. 

With red filters you have to be careful. 

We used red #23 on occasion, but 
the faces and the lips became too the faces and the lips became too 
dark. lips have a lot of blue in them 
and red accentuates this while 
increasing the contrast" 

- Janusz Kaminski



"It is much easier to lead the audience to what you want to see [in B&W]. 
You either light the face, or you light the background. 

The eye naturally goes to the brightest object in the scene, rather then to something with bright colour. 
So it helps us to focus the audience more clearly on the story"

- Janusz Kaminski



"If you expose black and white with the given ASA reading you're not going to get the results you want, so you have to 
overexpose by putting in a lot of light. 

I would rate the 200 ASA as though it was 100 ASA, which meant that some nights we had every single light working"
- Janusz Kaminski



"I think every cinematographer needs to have a particular movie, 
or a particular collaboration with a Director, to really blossom. 

For me that happened when I began to work with Steven Spielberg - 
Our collaboration is a Cinematographers dream"

- Janusz Kaminski



“As a Cinematographer, Janusz is not a “one size fits all” he’s much more of a chameleon. He takes the stories he does very 
seriously, and he marks up his scripts. He tells a cinematography story on top of the writers story, and he designs the 

photography according to the beats and measures of the narrative” - Steven Spielberg

“Steven said to me at one point “I want this to look like an old glossy Hollywood movie, but I don’t want it to feel dated”.

Jurassic Park was very much like an amusement park ride. The images were brighter, more colorful and more friendly. This film 
is much more moody and violent. Steven was not in the same frame of mind. His sensibilities are a bit darker now”
- Janusz Kaminski



"As a Cinematographer you can only be as good as the Director allows you to be"
- Janusz Kaminski



"We really played a lot of things in backlight and we used these old sun arcs pretty extensively; they’re old search lights that 
were used during world war 2. Theyre basically arc units that project a beam similar to what you’d get with a Xenon light; 
The quality of the light is beautiful. 

When we set them up (The Sun Arcs and T5 beam projectors), one after another, they gave us a kind of broken pattern of light 
without using flags or cutters. 

You can just set them up in a ring within a stage and sprinkle the light around without having an overall backlight everywhere. 
The look the created helped to give the film the more gritty feel that Janusz wanted and they allowed us to work really fast The look the created helped to give the film the more gritty feel that Janusz wanted and they allowed us to work really fast 
which is the name of the game when you’re working with Steven  - David Devlin (Gaffer on “Jurassic Park: The Lost World”)



"I would stack a bunch of [T5 beam projectors] together and use them to outline the T-Rexes. To give the dinosaurs a key light, 
I used big soft sources. I had these huge softboxes built, which were covered with 12x12 sheets of muslin. I would shoot the light 
off the foamcore and into the muslin to create a beautiful soft source on a large scale.

On Stage I had four Dinos facing each other on both the north and south wall. On the longer east and west walls I had eight on 
each side. David Devlin put frames of muslin in front of the Dinos to create the effect of big softboxes, and we shaped the light 
with flagswith flags. So we had these big multiple units all around the stage, and depending upon the angle and direction of the camera I 
would turn on the north bank or the south bank. I would get this really beautiful soft backlight. Working with 500 asa emulsion 
I would get a stop of T2.8 – Depending on the situation the fill light would be T1.4 or T2 but no more”
- Janusz Kaminski



"I like to have a strong sense of light in a scene; I hate it when things are flatly lit. I'm the kind of Cinematographer who lights 
in such a way that when you walk on the set, you always know what the source of the light is"

- Janusz Kaminski



“No matter how big the scene, [The seven minute drill] allowed us to get really beautiful soft light in seven minutes. 
We used a Muslin bounce, and in front of that we'd put a half soft frost diffusion frame; we would then aim Fay lights or other 
lighting units into the frame. The size of the frame simply varied with the size of the setup. That technique created a nice, soft, 

pleasing light, and the half soft frost kind of directionalized it and stopped it from spreading everywhere" 
David Devlin - (Gaffer on Amistad & The Lost World)



"When im doing a normal movie - without ENR - I typically try to add a bit more contrast, especially when i’m lighting faces. 
I want one side to be light, the other side to be darker. 

I always end up flagging the excess light to create some contrast because of the latitude of the film"
- Janusz Kaminski



Kaminski shot Private Ryan in the 1.85:1 format entirely with Eastman Kodak EXR 5293 stock, which he pushed one stop to a 400 ASA 
rating. He also utilized a 1/2 Coral filter in place of normal 85 correction to lend a slight bluish tint to the imagery. 

"Pushing the film shifts the contrast and makes it easier to burn the highlights out, but you also get a bit more detail in the 
shadows. Occasionally, I pushed the film two stops to 800 ASA and it was still fine. I’d take 93 pushed two stops over using Vision 
500T pushed one stop. 

Additionally, I again used a Panaflasher in conjunction with the ENR process, as I had on Amistad. Because of the contrast that you 
get with the ENRget with the ENR, I was flashing at about 15 percent so that I didn’t get totally sharp blacks. I was looking for a slightly flatter 
look. The Panaflasher also contributed greatly to the color being more desaturated. You gain the contrast back with the ENR, 
but you’ve desaturated the color already with the Panaflasher"
- Janusz Kaminski



We wanted to create the illusion that there were several combat cameramen landing with the troops at Normandy. 
I think we succeeded in emulating the look of that footage for the invasion scenes, which we achieved with both in-camera tricks 
and other technological means. 
First off, I thought about the lenses they had back in the 1940s. Obviously, those lenses were inferior compared to what we have 
today, so I had Panavision strip the protective coatings off a set of older Ultraspeeds. Interestingly, when we analyzed the lenses, 
the focus and sharpness didn’t change very much, though there was some deterioration; what really changed was the contrast 
and color renderingand color rendering. The contrast became much flatter. Without the coatings, the light enters the lens and then bounces all 
around, so the image becomes kind of foggy but still sharp. Also, it’s much easier to get flares, which automatically diffuses the 
light and the colors to a degree and lends a little haze to the image”
- Janusz Kaminski



"We wanted to put the audience into battle with the soldiers"
- Janusz Kaminski



"One of the things I’ve learned over the years 
while working outside is that if the 
cinematographer wants to control the sunlight 
— and the production can afford it — you should 
have a crane and a large frame standing by. 
That way you can cover a large area and get the 
lines [of the overhead’s coverage] out of the lines [of the overhead’s coverage] out of the 
shot. Because we used a 30’ by 30’ silk and smoke 
on Private Ryan, the smoke would cover any of 
the lines made by the silk. Between those two 
elements, the ’lighting’ was consistent and it 
worked great. For closer shots, we’d 
sometimes bring in a bounce card or solid for 
negative fill" negative fill" 
-  Jim Kwiatkowski (Key Grip “Saving Private Ryan”)

"For the most part, we really didn’t light much 
on the invasion, The ’lighting’ was more about 
how the negative was being exposed, the lenses 
and the use of the ENR. 

For some of the exteriors, we chose to use Half 
Soft Frost because it allows the light to have 
some direction while still softening itsome direction while still softening it, Whereas 
with a silk, you create an overall soft ambiance, 
but you then have to compete with the 
much-brighter backgrounds. A lot of times 
there’s really no difference between having a 
silk or a solid up. One nice thing about Half 
Soft Frost is that it allows the sun to have a 
strong directionstrong direction, and yet the light will wrap 
enough to fill people’s eyes."
- David Devlin (Gaffer “Saving Private Ryan”)



"I also used another technique that Doug Milsome BSC utilized on Full Metal Jacket where you throw the camera’s shutter out 
of sync to create a streaking effect from the top to the bottom of the frame. It’s a very interesting effect, 
but it’s also scary because there’s no way back [once you shoot with it]. It looked great when there were highlights on the 
soldier’s helmets or epaulets because they streaked just a little bit. The amount of streaking depended on the lighting contrast. 
If it was really sunny, for instance, the streaking became too much. However, if it was overcast with some little highlights, 
it looked really beautifulit looked really beautiful. The streaking also looks fantastic with fire, and that’s what Milsome primarily used it for in 
Full Metal Jacket"
- Janusz Kaminski



“You don’t always have to provide beautiful lighting, I often think ugly lighting and ugly composition tells the story much better than 
the perfect light. Sometimes a brightly front-lit image may be much more powerful than a silhouette. 

It all depends on the story. You can’t really preconceive certain visual metaphors, because then the symbol really 
isn’t a symbol anymore — it’s more of a gimmick. 

What’s great about cinematography is that you work from your instincts and people later see your work and come up 
with [an analysis] that you didn’t even realize, but which may make perfect sense”

- Janusz Kaminski- Janusz Kaminski



“You work in metaphors through light and composition, and the worst thing for me is to see a movie that doesn't have that. You see a 
cinematographer's work and there are no visual metaphors, or they are so afraid to create a style that it just becomes this nothing. 

It's a big palette, the movie screen. I dare to compare myself to painters, but I just have a bigger canvas to adapt to. 
If you don't like my painting, don't see the movie, you know?"

- Janusz Kaminski





"It's important to remember that visual consistency is essential - you can’t suddenly start using very long lenses if you've been using 
wide lenses (unless, of course, you want the jarring effect this creates). At the same time it can become monotonous if you don't 

occasionally temper that consistency" - Janusz Kaminski



"All one's experience of life subconsciously informs every creative decision one makes” - Janusz Kaminski



"I’m learning more and more about lighting but you have to be encouraged by the directors. They allow you to make the choices 
that take the movies to a different level. Directors can allow cinematographers to advance to another level, 

because we all have that capability in us. 

Some are so scared of taking risks that they won’t allow their cinematographers to try something new. 
But you can create such powerful and meaningful images by taking chances. 

We’ve all got the ability to do groundbreaking work, and nothing is stopping us from using very experimental 
techniques in a major Hollywood movie if the subject matter allows it and the director is willing to go there”techniques in a major Hollywood movie if the subject matter allows it and the director is willing to go there”

- Janusz Kaminski



"During my career, I've always put a barrier between myself and the technology, but on [Amistad] I was branching out more with 
ENR and Flashing. I also started underexposing the negative, which i had never done, and all of a sudden a new door opened. 
I started going much further into darkness then i had before. I'd always felt that you could achieve the same type of look without 
underexposing the negative; you can, but you wont achieve the painterly quality that the grain gives you. In addition the colour 
saturation becomes different when you go two stops under"

“I like using ENR“I like using ENR. I like the colour saturation, the contrast, and the luminance of highlights. The beauty of shiny objects in ENR is 
unique” - Janusz Kaminski



"I’ve used a Dior net stretched across the frame on just about every film Ive shot in the last six or seven years. 
I find most lenses to be too sharp and contrasty, so I often use the stocking over the frame to soften the image a bit” 

- Janusz Kaminski



“[The forrest set ] was slightly simpler to light then the apartment 
because you’re lighting a forrest at night, which basically 
requires just an overall ambient level [from large 30’ x 30’ 
softboxes holding mole Richardson strip lights suspended from 
cranes] and some hard light. You add some nice shafts of light 
[from mole beams] coming through the trees, especially if you 
have smoke in the airhave smoke in the air, and it makes for a very visually enticing 
setting.” 
- Janusz Kaminski



"I love backlight not just for the sake of glamorizing [the subject], but because the direction of the light can represent 
storytelling,
 
I don't do backlights and then also add key lights and all these things — if i do backlight, I want to see that backlight. 
That's my style, and that's the way we've done it in every single movie. 

You get criticism for that kind of lighting and you get prizes for that kind of lighting" - Janusz Kaminski



“At the outermost rim of the set hung a huge, 360 degree translite that was lit by more then 400 skypans. The next layer toward 
the center had 10 “Swinton lights”; softboxes framed with speedrail and large enough to accommodate 4 x Dino lights – each 
softbox was coated with ultrabounce material and faced with lite gridcloth. The next layer in was the hard source layer; 
6 x 20k mole beams and a handful of 5k molebeams provided direct beams of “sunlight”. Interspersed on the same layer was a 
smattering of Mighty and Micky moles, Par Cans and Blondes as smaller hard sources to backlight rain and atmosphere. 
The final layerThe final layer, which was about 15’ away from the set, was lined with 17 x lumapanels (a fluorescent fixture measuring 4’x7’ 
described as Image 80’s on steroids), gelled with 1/4 ctb to provide an overall soft, cool ambience” 
- David Devlin (Gaffer on A.I.)



"To give a more realistic feel on stages, i usually tend to work a bit sloppier. When there is a practical or window i want them 
to burn out. It gives the impression that we don't have total control. If we did everything would be perfect and balanced"

- Janusz Kaminski



"Steven is evolving from being a classical backlight/warm light director into someone who’s interested in things besides 
traditional beauty, and I think I play an important role in that. 

His work with other cinematographers was always sort of the same [because] they were servicing his very traditional aesthetic. 
I do that too, but I’m also trying to imprint each movie with my own style, and I hope to slowly change Steven’s ideas about what’s 

beautiful” - Janusz Kaminski

"I have the desire to go to places that are new for me and my photography" - Janusz Kaminski



"[On Jerry Maguire] Another door opened creatively in the making of that movie, and I walked through. 
I became much more experienced, much more confident. Testing the film, learning to manipulate the image, the composition, 
the filtration, working with photographic processes in the lab. Achieving different qualities not for the sake of making a 
better [shot] but making it more important storytelling. ‘Cause it’s always storytelling”
- Janusz Kaminski



"We wanted Minority Report to have a very a very gritty look. I decided to create a look that’s full of texture; I wanted to be 
able to ‘feel’ the emulsion throughout the film” - Janusz Kaminski



"Light does some incredible things when theres power behind it. Sometimes it bounces off things and behaves in ways you’d never be 
able to plan for. When we’re looking at sets of glass and shiny surfaces and pounding four Dinos into a black floor, light bounces
off the floor and does amazing things around the room. Those are the elements that really interest Janusz” 
- David Devlin (Gaffer “Minority Report”)



"Fuji is a very good emulsion for bleach bypass because it retains a good grain structure during the process. 
I really like Fuji, but unfortunately, many American labs are calibrated to work with Kodak. When you apply Kodak corrections, 
Fuji responds differently and you have to reprint. This complicates things for the labs and the studios. But once you get someone 
who knows how to print Fuji properly, it’s a beautiful emulsion. The color saturation is different — Kodak is very American, 
a little loud, whereas Fuji is more pastel. Even when Fuji is blue, it’s warmish, but if you print it blue, it will go very blue.
When lighting a scene that will undergo a bleach bypassWhen lighting a scene that will undergo a bleach bypass, I basically bring down the latitude of the film to 3 or 4 stops. 
You’re putting more light in the shadows, if you want to see into them, and usually the sky will just go. It’s almost like shooting 
color reversal. When you’re using bleach bypass, you must remember that the negative must be pulled 1 1⁄2 or 2 stops in the lab to 
compensate for the process” - Janusz Kaminski



"I used Vision 800T for scenes that were very gritty, including day exteriors, which goes against what some cinematographers 
normally do. It was a little too grainy for me in warm light, but it loves blue light, and I loved the look we got on daytime exteriors”

- Janusz Kaminski



"We used a lot more hard lighting on Minority Report then we’ve done in the past, primarily because of the skip-bleach process 
Janusz was using (on the negative), which is much less forgiving then ENR when it comes to foreshortening the latitude of the film. 
We used a lot of hard light to control where the exposures would fall within the limited latitude”
- David Devlin (Gaffer on “Minority Report”)



"I've always felt that the movie was like champagne coming out of the bottle, with bubbles and warmth.
It's probably the most colorful movie that I've done with Steven, but it was very hard work, because we did this movie in 46 days”

- Janusz Kaminski



"When we enter the Seventies, I went for a slightly bluer and pastel-like look, purposefully trying to make the images 
flatter and uglier. I used low-contrast and fog filters to accomplish that. I also shot [Kodak Vision] 320T [5277] stock, 
which I’ve never used before because I consider it too flat. I wanted this movie to go in that direction” - Janusz Kaminski



"‘Flat’ means different things to different people, 
though. Janusz is very specific with his sources 
and their direction, and his idea of flatness 
doesn’t mean he’s filling in light from every angle. 
It just means that the source is placed closer to 
the camera. 

For exampleFor example, on some of the close-up work we 
used the Seven-Minute Drill. [Developed on 
Amistad, this book-light unit consists of an 
enclosed source aimed at 12'x12' Ultrabounce, 
which directs the light through a 12'x12' sheet of 
1/2 Soft Frost.] That’s a large source for a 
close-up light, so it’s rather flat in that regard. 
[Key grip] Jim Kwiatkowski and I call it ‘dead light’ [Key grip] Jim Kwiatkowski and I call it ‘dead light’ 
because there really isn’t a source to it. 

To give it a more sparkly look, we sometimes 
put in a hard source along with the bounced 
source behind the half Soft Frost; the hard light 
could be a stop overexposed, and the soft light 
might be two stops under. 

When Janusz uses hard light in his sources like When Janusz uses hard light in his sources like 
that, or one soft source with no fill on the 
other side, he calls it ‘flat,’ but it’s actually very 
rich because you feel the falloff of light on 
the faces” 
- David Devlin (Gaffer on “Catch me if you Can”)



"I’ve always loved shooting at practical locations, You can’t move the walls, and the light comes from directions where there are 
windows and lamps. But light doesn’t always have to be motivated. It can be totally unrealistic and stylized if it fits the story. 
You can analyze it, but it also has to feel right. The big question is whether you have the guts and heart to trust your intuition”

- Janusz Kaminski



“Cinematography is not about making things look pretty, It’s about taking chances. 
I know I’m ready for a movie when I dream about lighting. I go to bed and can’t wait until it is 4:30 am, so I can get up and go to 

the lab to see dailies. 

What happens if the light is three-and-a-half stops overexposed? Will it be too bright? 
What happens when it’s two-and-a-half or three stops underexposed? 

Are the shadows dark enough and will the audience see what we want them to see? 
What about the colors? What about the colors? 

I can’t wait until I see light going through the film and images projected on the screen”
- Janusz Kaminski



“We shot in an amazing bank in Brooklyn that we lit almost entirely with Muscos. The bank had huge, cathedral- like windows that 
hadn’t been washed in over 50 years, so we needed a lot of light. It was very expensive but it did the job. We didn’t have to bring 
any major lights inside” - Janusz Kaminski

“It was fun to walk into that huge bank and see five huge windows and say, ‘We’re going to need five Musco lights.’ The producers 
thought I was kidding at first, but it didn’t make sense to move lights like that around because we could easily see all the windows 
in one shot. On the day of the shoot, if we’re not ready to fulfill this story point for Steven, then why are we there? He really 
wanted to see the whole place. We had some Seven-Minute Drills in there, but you can often lose the magic if you start filling it in 
too much. The Muscos lit the set, and the wide shots will look great because there’s a bit of atmosphere and you can see our ‘sun’ 
coming through itcoming through it. But what really makes that scene is much subtler: there’s a shot of Abagnale coming up to the teller window to 
submit a forged check, and there’s a backlight on the bars of the teller window that Janusz rushed to add after the third take. 
It was probably a Tweenie gelled with full blue because we didn’t have an HMI handy; it perfectly highlighted the bars and the 
forged check” - David Devlin (Gaffer on “Catch me if you Can”)



“The way Janusz works is rather like cooking: 
you can spend a lot of time over it, 
or you can just go with your gut and find 
that it tastes better than something you 
slaved over. 

Janusz isn’t a big schemer. He works with 
what’s in front of himwhat’s in front of him, so he sees what he can 
actually get in each shot” 
- David Devlin (Gaffer on “Catch me if you Can”)



“I think everyone loves a fast pace. The actors love it and the crew loves it — the day goes by quickly. And to a certain degree,
I like that I can say I don’t have time to finesse everything because I have to go so fast! 
The movies I do with Steven occasionally allow for a kind of roughness, but I don’t like the roughness that comes from not 
having the time to do it right” - Janusz Kaminski

“Steven likes to work fast. He hates waiting for the lighting, a sentiment I share. I will always sacrifice perfect lighting for the sake
 of maintaining energy on set"- Janusz Kaminski



“I adore Fuji stocks for day exteriors; 
the colours have a slightly more pastel 
quality” - Janusz Kaminski



“In War of the Worlds we were working with lots of colours. 
It was a little bit of an homage to the old horror movies. So there were reds, there were greens, there were yellows, 

that kind of stuff”- Janusz Kaminski



“Steven is extremely versatile with the camera, which means his movies are always challenging to shoot.
He likes really big shots, and his camera always moves” - Janusz Kaminski 



“There’s a night sequence that we shot at a ferryboat right on the Hudson river. 
I didn’t use blue for that night lighting. I wanted the night to feel more neutral. 
The ferryboat was practically illuminated with warm light and 
I didn’t want to create a big contrast between that light and a blue night look”
- Janusz Kaminski

“We had 2 x BeBee lights, one was positioned on a barge and the other worked the shore. 
On another barge we had three condors with dinos and 20K beam projectors” 

- David Devlin (Gaffer on ”War of the Worlds”)



“When you light a large exterior at night, you usually put a large light on one side of a hill and have it fall off into black, 
but for [War of the Worlds] I wanted the light to continue. It never really falls off into blackness in the frame”

- Janus Kaminski



"I think Janusz is remarkable, and Janusz plus Steven is even more remarkable"
-  Harrison Ford







"An Indiana Jones film has to have that glossy, warm look with strong, high- key lighting. It’s suspenseful but not too dark; 
you always see things clearly” - Janusz Kaminski



"I was trying to match the visual aesthetic of Douglas Slocombe and sometimes I succeeded, and sometimes I didn't”
- Janusz Kaminski





"There is a wonderful visual legacy of previous Indiana Jones films, so the style on the fourth film needed to be a continuation of 
the previous films: bright, very colorful, deep focus, and photographed with anamorphic lenses. 

[Kingdom of the Crystal Skull] takes place in 1957, almost 20 years later; I was thus able to modify the visual look of the film 
so it felt like 1957" - Janusz Kaminski





“I worked to create light that supports the story but doesn’t necessarily feel realistic”
- Janusz Kaminski 



“We were shooting our ‘night’ interiors at T8 to T11. You couldn’t really trust your eyes because when you walked onto the set,
it would look very, very bright. We were shooting 5218 and using HMI lights, so all of a sudden, we were putting on an 85 filter.

If you don’t trust your light meter, you’ll be surprised in a bad way the next day in dailies.

If you’ve got something at a T2.8 to T4, it’s going to go completely black when you’re shooting a T8 because suddenly that’s 3 
stops underexposed” - Janusz Kaminski



“The Higher the stop the better images looked. We were shooting some interiors at T11” - Janusz Kaminski



“it was challenging to achieve that glossy, high-key Hollywood look because we were constantly trying to overpower the sun”
- Janusz Kaminski



“Steven and I make the movie on the set, I do not create the look of the movie in the Digital Intermediate” - Janusz Kaminski



“We wanted to do beautifully composed wide shots where the land would play a significant role, 
The shots are so wide you can see the light patterns rolling across the field” 

- Janusz Kaminski



“The hardest part of every film for me is the last step, color timing in the lab. 
I hate it. Something always disappoints me. But I suppose if I am ever fully satisfied, 

and say that’s the best I can do, it would be time to find another job”
- Janusz Kaminski



“I wanted deep blue skies with white clouds, so I used a  daylight stock and front lit the actors so they’d stand out and look 
glorious against the landscape”

- Janusz Kaminski



“We often used very hard light that was diffused a little bit, similar to the way arc lights were used in the 1970s, Whereas we’d 
typically use four 18Ks through a large frame of diffusion, like a 12x20, on this we’d use just one 18K through a 4x4 diffusion, 
which would give the same intensity but wouldn’t be as soft. And with one light, it’s more frontal; that makes it a flatter light and 
gives it a richer look, almost like a classic movie from the 1970s” - David Devlin (Gaffer on “Warhorse”) 



“When I read a script and like the story, I respond to it on an emotional level, I have a concept of who the characters 
are and where the story is taking us, and I then imagine how I can  enhance the storytelling through visuals. 

The story automatically dictates how I’m going to light it. That may sound simple, but it’s not, 
because it’s my personal interpretation of a script that allows me to create the visuals.

 That interpretation is based on my own life experiences, aesthetics, 
education, and knowledge, all of which help to shape my understanding of a story”

- Janusz Kaminski- Janusz Kaminski



"Although I will have theorized about the general look of a film beforehand, in practice, 
things inevitably rarely happen quite as you expect.

 
In the first week of shooting, you soon see which of your ideas work; 

and you may have to modify them in the light of the reality of making the film”
- Janusz Kaminski



"when the boy comes back with the horse and the father’s by the fence [and the sun is going down] – it’s all true craftsmanship 
and knowledge of what that image should look like and how to get it [organically]. You just [have to] wait for the right time of day.
You get the sun setting there. And really, you have five minutes to do it, Because the sun is setting so rapidly, you don’t really have 
time to analyze”

“I’m very proud of that scene, simply because it was very daring. And I like doing daring stuff” - Janusz Kaminski

“It looks glorious — and totally fake! We wanted to go that way because it’s such a heroic and mythical moment. 
and it was done in-camera. I had four or five filters on the lens — red, orange and ND. Each was cutting the light, so we ended up 

side-lighting the actors with several 18Ks so they wouldn’t go black” 



"Period movies really allow a cinematographer to blossom because they allow you to do such sumptuous photography”
- Janusz Kaminski



"my work was about photographing the scene without any embellishments. 

We took a classical photographic approach: beautiful silhouettes, beautiful light on people’s faces. 

We lit through the windows and used very little fill inside”
- Janusz Kaminski



“If you light everything through the windows, you can seldom make a wrong choice. 
You get natural looking contrast in the scene, and you can move a lot faster” - David Devlin (Gaffer on “Lincoln”) 



“We usually take tremendous liberties with [motivated Oil lamps and candles], and we never really considered using just candles or oil
lamps, You can’t make a movie with Steven like that. There are just too many camera moves, and it’s too restraining for everyone. 
We used those sources in the frame, but very seldom did I use existing fixtures to illuminate the actors. I used movie lights; HMIs, 
Babies, and Tweenies. We staged scenes against windows with strong sunlight. So you feel the light to some degree” - Janusz Kaminski



“Steven would frequently request that I not light Daniel’s eyes, which to me means light the eyes, but make them look dark, 
We had a lot of toplight on him and occasionally shot some light from the back, from below. Daniel played a lot of the scenes 
looking down, not often having eye contact with people.When he did have eye contact with other actors, it gave extra emphasis 

to the point he was making in his dialogue” - Janusz Kaminski





“Janusz is a force of nature; he brings an energy to the process that is unlike anybody I’ve ever worked with. He’s like a big kid on the 
set until he zeroes in on what he’s shooting. Sometimes I’ll look at the monitor and then see the dailies, and I’ll just be in awe of what
he captured from something that looked relatively ordinary to the eye.

What attracts Janusz and Steven to one another is their working style: they both like to have fun while they’re making a movie, and 
they both have the same ability to turn on and off. When they turn their focus to the work, it’s razor sharp. At the same time, they’re
also very open to the creative processalso very open to the creative process. They both have a childlike quality: they’re curious, they’re aware, they’re excited, and they 
have very optimistic sensibilities. I think what fuels their creative process is that ability to comfortably go with their sense of 
imagination and curiosity” (Kathy Kennedy - Producer)

Janusz Kaminski
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